Abstract. This paper describes a calibration method for determining the physical location of the ultrasound (US) image plane relative to a rigidly attached 3D position sensor. A calibrated US probe can measure the 3D spatial location of anatomic structures relative to a global coordinate system. The calibration is performed by aiming the US probe at a calibration target containing a known point (1 mm diameter sphere) in physical space. This point is repeatedly collected at various locations in the US image plane to produce the calibration dataset. An idealized model of the collection process is used to eliminate outliers from the calibration dataset and also to examine the theoretical accuracy limits of this method. The results demonstrate accurate and robust calibration of the 3D spatial relationship between the US image plane and the 3D position sensor.
Introduction
Intraoperative ultrasound images allow non-invasive measurement of the bone surface location. This information can be used to perform intraoperative registration to enable computer assisted surgery for minimally invasive procedures that involve limited direct access to the bone surface [1, 4, 5, 7] . In order to determine the precise location of the ultrasound (US) image plane, a 3D position sensor (tracker) must be attached to the US probe and the spatial relationship between the tracker and the ultrasound imaging plane must be defined with a calibration routine [1, 2, 3, 8, 9] . In this study an optical tracker was attached to a removable shell that fit uniquely over the US probe. The calibration data was collected in order to evaluate two hypotheses. The first hypothesis was that the idealized model based outlier elimination process would allow the accuracy of the calibration method to approach the theoretical accuracy limit imposed by the experimental setup. The second hypothesis was that removal and re-attachment of the molded shell would not affect the spatial relationship between the ultrasound image plane and the 3D position sensor attached to the molded shell. 
Methods
The calibration routine that defines the spatial relationship between the optically tracked molded shell and the US image data is performed once for a given US probe (with fixed imaging parameters such as the depth) and then the removable shell can simply be reattached to the US probe prior to each use in the OR. To attach a 3D position sensor (optical tracker) to the ultrasound probe in a reproducible manner, a two-piece removable molded shell was constructed that fit precisely over the US probe. The first piece was molded to the shape of the US probe using a thermally sensitive plastic (Aquaplast TM , Smith Nephew, 2.4 mm thickness). The optical tracker was then permanently attached to a rectangular aluminum plate which served as the second piece of the removable shell.
The first step of the calibration process is to determine the physical location of a 1 mm sphere, termed the US fiducial, using the Optotrak TM device (Northern Digital Inc., Waterloo, Ontario, Canada). An optically tracked US fiducial tool was calibrated to measure the center of the spherical US fiducial and data was collected to assess the accuracy with which the physical location of the US fiducial could be measured. The physical location was collected 100 times with the US fiducial tool pivoting about the center of the US fiducial; the maximum difference from the mean of the collected locations was less than 0.3 mm. A graphical user interface was used to manually determine the location of the fiducial in each US image (see Fig. 2 ).
Calibration Target
A calibration target was constructed from by mounting a spherical US fiducial (1 mm diameter steel ball bearing; Applied Industrial, Pittsburgh, PA) to the surface of a rectangular piece of plexiglass. An optical tracker was attached to the calibration target to allow continuous measurement of the physical location of the US fiducial (see Fig. 1 ). The calibration target was submerged in a water medium and images of the US fiducial were obtained.
The ultrasound probe was aimed at the fiducial and images were acquired showing the location of the fiducial within the image (see Fig. 2 ). The US images were obtained from the video output of the US machine, the position of the fiducial was then specified manually using a graphical user interface, enabling the user to select the x and y coordinate of the center of the fiducial marker, as viewed in the US image. The z coordinate (i.e out of plane direction) was taken to be zero since there was no information available in this direction (i.e. in each calibration image, the US image plane was assumed to intersect the physical center of the US fiducial).
The physical location of the fiducial, originally collected in the calibration target coordinate frame ( CB P Fiducial ) was transformed to the coordinate frame of the US probe ( US P Fiducial ) for each US image using the transform ( US T CB ) collected by the Optotrack™ device. The calibration transform ( US T IM ) was then computed using the two sets of corresponding 3D points (in the image and US coordinate system) with a closed form least squares solution for the absolute orientation [6] .
In addition to the six parameters that define the rotation and translation of the calibration transform we must also solve for the scale or ratio of pixels to mm in the US image. Beginning with an approximate initial value (estimated from the screen) the scale was varied over the range +/-0.1 pixel/mm in 0.001 pixel/mm increments and the scale producing the minimum residual error was used as the scale for the remainder of the calibration studies.
Idealized Model Based Outlier Elimination Method
An idealized model of the calibration process was used to eliminate outlier points from the calibration dataset. The idealized model assumes that the US image plane is infinitely thin (the real US image plane has a thickness in the out of plane direction that varies as a function of distance from the US probe). The physical location of the fiducial can be measured by the US fiducial tool within 0.3 mm (see section 2). The radius of the US fiducial is 0.5 mm. Therefore, according to the idealized model the maximum distance that a calibration point could be from its closest point on the computed location of the US image plane is 0.8 mm (0.5 mm for the radius of the fiducial and 0.3 mm for the measurement error). Points further than 0.8 mm must have some additional source of error contributing to the residual error.
Thus, outliers were defined as points further than 0.8 mm from the computed location of the US image plane. However, removing one of these outliers from the dataset affects the computation of the US image plane location. Hence, the outliers were eliminated one at a time and after the elimination of each outlier point from the dataset, the calibration transform was recalculated to update all of the residual errors. In this manner, outliers were eliminated until all of the remaining points of the calibration dataset were within 0.8 mm of the computed location of the US image plane (typically, less than 25 % of the points were eliminated).
Theoretical Accuracy
The idealized model can also be used to evaluate the theoretical accuracy of the calibration method. A simulated calibration dataset was produced using the diameter of the fiducial and the measurement error of the Optotrak device. The image locations (z = 0 for each point) were used as the true locations of the US fiducial, the corresponding location in the US probe coordinate frame was then produced by adding a randomly oriented vector (whose length was uniformly distributed in the interval 0.0 to 0.8 mm) to the image location and then transforming the points into the US probe coordinate frame. This simulated dataset (100 calibration points) was subjected to the calibration method described above and the results were compared to the results from the collected calibration data. These simulated results demonstrate the limitations on the achievable accuracy imposed by the experimental setup of the calibration protocol.
Consistency of the Calibration Following Reattachment of the Molded Shell
To evaluate whether the spatial relationship between the optical tracker and the US image plane was identical when the molded shell was reattached, two sets of 100 US images were collected. Between the collection of the first and second set of 100 images the molded shell was removed completely from the US probe and then reattached. The first dataset collected, dataset A, was randomly partitioned into two mutually exclusively sets of 50 points to produce dataset A 1 and A 2 . In a similar manner, the second dataset collected, dataset B, was partitioned to produce dataset B 1 and B 2 .
By comparing the calibration transform obtained from dataset A 1 (or A 2 ) to either B 1 or B 2 we can test the hypothesis that the molded shell attaches in a unique and repeatable manner each time. This comparison is called Inter, since we are comparing calibration transforms obtained before and after removal and reattachment of the molded shell. The other comparison, between dataset A 1 and A 2 (or B 1 and B 2 ) is called Intra. In both cases (the Intra or the Inter comparison) the outlier removal procedure described above was performed on both datasets prior to the computation of the calibration transforms. Since some variation in the calibration transform would be expected simply from partitioning the dataset, the Intra dataset comparison serves as a control for the variance from partitioning the dataset. If the molded shell did not reattach with an identical spatial relationship between the US probe and the optically tracked molded shell, this difference would be observable as an increased difference in the Inter results as compared to the Intra results.
Results
Prior to performing the calibration studies, the scale was optimized with respect to the residual error and determined to be 4.415 pixels per mm (for the particular fixed settings on the US machine used to collect the US images). Six parameters (3 rotations and 3 translations) define the calibration transform that specifies the relationship between the optical tracker and the US image plane. The rotational parameters, Rx, Ry, and Rz are reported in degrees and the translational parameters Tx, Ty, and Tz are reported in millimeters. The results are presented as the absolute differences in the six parameters that define the two calibration transforms being compared.
Theoretical Accuracy
The first results reported are for the theoretical accuracy study. Tables 1 and 2 display the results using the simulated dataset as compared to the real collected calibration data. The differences between the six calibration parameters using the simulated data indicate the accuracy limitations of this particular experimental setup, and thus are referred to as the theoretical accuracy. 
Consistency of Calibration Following Removal and Reattachment
The second set of results evaluate the consistency of reattachment of the molded shell to the US probe. Table 3 lists the average differences and table 4 lists the maximum differences between the six calibration parameters over the set of ten trials of random partitioning of the data. Again, the resulting transforms were compared with the absolute differences between the six parameters that define the calibration transforms. The Inter label indicates that one calibration transform was computed from data collected before and the other after removal of the molded shell. The Intra label indicated that both calibration transforms were obtained withouth removing the molded shell. The results demonstrated that the calibration transforms obtained using data collected without removing the shell were not significantly different than those obtained using data collected after removal and reattachment of the molded shell. 
Discussion
The results using the real data were nearly as accurate (within a factor of two on average) as the results using the simulated data indicating that the calibration results are approaching the limit of accuracy attainable given the experimental setup. However, even after application of the outlier elimination method based on the idealized model, the differences using the collected data were still larger than the differences with the simulated data. This may suggest that modeling the residual errors with a uniform distribution underestimates the typical distribution of the residual errors.
Comparisons between the Intra and Inter results for the collected data indicated that the molded shell did in fact reattach in a unique and reproducible manner as there was not any significant difference between the calibration transforms obtained before and after removal and reattachment of the molded shell. 
Conclusion
The calibration method presented here has several advantages in terms of the accurate and robust determination of the calibration transform. The outlier elimination routine provides a principled method for removing points that are not consistent with the rest of the calibration dataset. Using a large number of calibration points (e.g. 100 or more) allows averaging of the distribution of calibration points to reduce the error associated with the out of plane thickness of the US imaging region. Having the calibration points well distributed throughout the image plane also increases the accuracy by providing a longer baseline to confine the rotational degrees of freedom.
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